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In Siouanist literature (e.g., Rankin et al. 2015), Americanist phonetic transcriptions are the norm, so IPA * Êƒ
is Americanist *Å¡, IPA *j is Americanist *y, and so on. The major change to the previously-proposed system
by systematically accounting for the distribution of multiple stop series in modern Siouan languages by
tracing them back to multiple stop series in the proto-language.
Siouan languages - Wikipedia
The Iroquoian languages are a language family of indigenous peoples of North America.They are known for
their general lack of labial consonants.The Iroquoian languages are polysynthetic and head-marking.. Today,
all surviving Iroquoian languages except Cherokee in Oklahoma and Mohawk are severely endangered or
critically endangered, with only a few elderly speakers remaining.
Iroquoian languages - Wikipedia
Ooh, nice. Iâ€™ll have to listen to it this evening. Together, the recent papers on the genetics of the Corded
Ware/Battle Ax people make it highly likely that the non-Anatolian branch of IE expanded with the
brown-eyed, lactose-tolerant hordes of the Yamnaya culture.
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